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Abstract

In this paper, we define the function space H\(G) on a LCA group G with the algebraically
ordered dual, and construct a multiplier on H),(G) similar to the one given by Gaudry (1968).

1980 Mathematics subject classification (Amer. Math. Soc): 43 A 22

1. Introduction

Let G be a LCA group with dual G. For 1 ^p< oo, LP(G) denotes the usual Lebesgue
space with respect to a Haar measure on G. For a subset E of (J, let L\,(G) be the
subspace of L\G) consisting of those functions whose Fourier transforms vanish
off E. Let M(G) be the Banach algebra of all complex valued bounded regular
measures on G. In Gaudry (1968), he showed the following interesting example.

Let H\T) be the Hardy space. That is,

H\T) = {feL\T);f(n) = 0 for «<0}.

We define a function <p on Z+ (subsemigroup of Z consisting of nonnegative
integers) by if/ = XE< where E = {aneZ+\{0}; an+1/an>3} and XE denotes the
characteristic function of E. By Paley's theorem, for each fe H\T), there exists a
function geH\T) such that tp(ri)f(n) = g(n) for every neZ (ifj(n)f(n) is 0 if n does
not belong to Z+).

Therefore, ifi determines a multiplier on H\T). But, by Rudin's F. and M. Riesz
theorem, ifi does not belong to M(T)^ \z+.

Since E = supp(^) is a lacunary sequence, we note that

n
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DEFINITION 1. Let F be a LCA group. F is called an algebraically ordered group if
there exists a subsemigroup P of F which satisfies the (AO)-condition, namely,
(i) P u ( - P ) = F and (ii) Pn(-P) = {0}.

F is an algebraically ordered group if and only if it is torsion-free (Rudin (1962a),
p. 194).

Let G be a LCA group and P be a subsemigroup of G satisfying the (AO)-
condition. Suppose P is not dense in C. Now, we define H\.{G) as follows:

HUG) = {feL\G);f(y) = 0 on /*}.

REMARK 1. If P is dense in G, then HX
P{G) = {0}. If G = i? and P = £+, then

//J>(G) = H\R), where /?+ is a subsemigroup of R consisting of nonnegative real
numbers.

Our purpose in this paper is to construct a multiplier on H^(G) similar to the
one given by Gaudry.

2. Multipliers on H]p(G)

Let G be a LCA group with the dual group G, and let P be a subsemigroup of G
with the (AO)-condition such that P is not dense in G.

DEFINITION 2. Let S be a bounded linear operator on H^G)- S is called a
multiplier if 5 commutes with every translation operator TX on G.

The following two lemmas are due to Meyer (1968).

LEMMA 1. Suppose S is a bounded linear operator on H^(G)- Then, the following
are equivalent:

(1) S is a multiplier,
(2) there exists a function <peLx>(P'>) such that Sf{y) = <^(y)/(y) on G for every

), where ^(y)/(y) is Oify does not belong to P°.

DEFINITION 3. <E>eLc0(P°) is also called a multiplier on H\,(G) if there exists a
multiplier S^ on H^dG) such that S^f(y) = <&(y)f(y) on G for every feH^G).

We define a norm | | $ | | by ||<J>|| = | | S j | .

LEMMA 2. (Meyer (1968), § 1.1 Corollary 3). Suppose G is a LCA group and E is
a closed subset ofG. Let Abe a closed subgroup ofG and H be the annihilator of A.
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Let ip be in L^E0). Ift/j is a multiplier on L\,e(G), then ipA (restriction of<p to A n E°)
is also a multiplier on L\nE,,(G/H) such that | |^A | |^ | | </r||.

DEFINITION 4. For beZ, define b e Z n by b = (b,0, ...,0). For a subset F<=Z,
we define F by F = {b; beF}.

PROPOSITION 3. Let P be a subsemigroup of Rn with the (AO)-condition such that
P° (the interior of P) = {x = (xltx2, ...,xn)eRn; x1>0}. Let F be a sequence {a,J
in Z+\{0} such that am+1/am>3 (m = 1,2,3, ...)• Define a function ifi on

{y = (yi,y» ...,yn)ezn- yi>0} by

[0 otherwise.

Let <t>(z) = %i}i(l)A(z—l)for zeP°, where sum is taken over the set

and where A(x) = n ? = i m a x ( l - 3 | x f | , 0 ) , x = (x1,xi,...,xv)sRn. Then, O is a
multiplier on H^,(Rn) with the following property:

PROOF. Let us denote by <„ the order on Z n induced by a semigroup PnZn.
For lePnZn, let GF(/) = Card{{yeZn; l^,,y^t2l}nF}. Then, Gf(l) is abounded
function on PnZn. Hence, by Rudin (1962a), Theorem 8.6, p. 213, $g eHl

PriZ,(TnY~
for every geH^nz^(Tn). By Meyer (1968), Theorem 3, p. 510, $ is a multiplier on
H^R"). Since M(RnT\z = M(T)~, O does not belong to M(RnT\p>.

The following two lemmas are due to Otaki (1977) (Lemma 1, Lemma 3).

LEMMA 4. Let Fbe a compact abelian group and P a subsemigroup ofF satisfying
the (AO)-condition. Then, P is dense in F.

LEMMA 5. Let P be a subsemigroup of Rn with the (AO)-condition such that it is
not dense in Rn. Then, there exists a unitary transformation r on Rn such that
T(P°) = {x = (xltx2,...,xn)eRn: xt>0}.

PROPOSITION 6. Let P be a subsemigroup of Rn satisfying the (AO)-condition.
Suppose P is not dense in Rn. Then, there exists a multiplier SQ on H^(Rn) with the
following property:

(I)
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where O is a bounded measurable function on P° corresponding to So .

PROOF. By Lemma 5, there exists a unitary transformation T on Rn such that
T(P°) = {x = (x1,x2, ...,xn)eRn; x1>0}. Hence, by Proposition 3, there exists a
multiplier 0>' on H\P){Rn) such that 0>' $M(Rny\TlPcy Define a function O on P°
by O(x) = ^ ' ( T - 1 ^ ) ) . Then, O is a multiplier on Hp(R

n) such that 0>£M(«T | P , , .

LEMMA 7. Lef F be a LCA group and Z the usual integer group. Let P be a
subsemigroup ofZ@F with the (AO)-condition such that it is not dense in Z@F.
If P is dense in F, then we have

P = {(«»/)£Z0 F; n>0, or n = 0 andf^P0}, or

= {(«,/)eZ® F; n<0,orn = 0 andf^P0},

where > denotes the usual order on Z and > P denotes the order on F induced by P.
In particular, by Lemma 4, the conclusion holds when F is compact.

PROOF. We consider only the case PnZ = {neZ; n^O}. Suppose (1 , / O )e( -P)
for some/0 e F. Since f c (—/>)- and (—P)~ is a semigroup, we have Z © F<= (~P)~.
This is a contradiction. Hence, we have

p = {(„,/) e Z 0 F; n>0, or n = 0 a n d » P 0 } .

PROPOSITION 8. Z.e/ G be a LCA group such that the dual group G has an open
compact subgroup Fo. Let P be a subsemigroup of G with the (AO)-condition such
that it is not dense in G. Then, there exists a multiplier SQ on Hp(G) with the following
property:

(I)

where <I> is a function in U°(P°) corresponding to So.

PROOF. Let 7X = {ye6; O(y+F0)<oo} and I2 = {yeG; O(y+F0) = co}, where
O(y+F0) denotes the order of y+F0 in G/Fo. Let [y + Fol be an open subgroup
of G generated by y + F0. Then, 6 = \JYeIl[y+F0]u\Jyel2[y + F0]. By Lemma 4,
P is necessarily dense in \JysIl[y + F0]. Hence by the hypothesis, there exists some
y o e / 2 such that P is not dense in [yo+Fo]^Z©Fo. Hence, by Lemma 7,
P n [y0+Fo] = {(«,/) 6 Z © Fo; n > 0, or n = 0 and / > P 0}, where > P denotes the
order on Fo induced by P. Let H be an annihilator of [yo+fol- Then,

Let F be a sequence {aj in Z+\{0} such that
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am+1/am>3 (m = 1,2,...). We define a function ifi on Z+\{0} by

(1 ifleF,

(0 otherwise.

For feH],n[7i)+FJ(T® Fo), f can be represented as follows:

where

and S_Xm are Dirac measures at — xmeF0. Moreover,

ll/lli - S Il/Jli-
l
Il

= l

Let £*. be a multiplier on #J(J) such that £./(/) = ^(/)/(/) (/eZ) (see Section 1).
For

/ = 2 / „ x d8_Xmempn[ytt+FJT® Fo),

we define an operator 5X on

For (/, j)e(Z+\{0})eFo, put ^ ( / . j ) = ftl). Then,

,s) for (/,s)eZ® Fo.

Hence, Sx is a multiplier on #pn[ro+.Fo](T® ^o)- Define a bounded linear operator^
from H^iG) to Hl

prj{yiri.FJfilH) as follows:

^ ) = / U M forfeHUG)-
Next, we define a bounded linear operator A2 from H]*n[Ylt+FJG/H) to Hl

P{G) by

0 otherwise.
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Furthermore, define a bounded linear operator S2 on H\,(G) by S2 = A2oS1oA1

(see Figure 1).

HUG)

FIGURE 1.

Let O be a function on P° defined by

[0 ifyeP°n(G\[yo+Fo]).

Then, S2 is a multiplier on HUG) and S2(/) (y) = 0(y)/(y). Since

we have <1> £ M{G]T \p*. This completes the proof of Proposition 8.

We need the following lemmas in order to prove the main theorem.

LEMMA 9. Let Y be a LCA group and P a subsemigroup of V satisfying the (AOy
condition. Let Fbe an open subgroup ofY such that P is dense in it. If there exists an
element y0 e T such that —P is not dense in y0 + F, then we have P^>yo

PROOF. Since — P is not dense in yo+F, there exists an open subset V of F such
that (yo+ V)n(—P)- = <p. Hence, we have yo+ F<=/>. Since P is dense in F, we
have V+P=>F. Therefore, we have yo+F<=yo+ V+P^P.

LEMMA 10. Suppose F is a compact abelian torsion-free group. Let-P be a sub-
semigroup of Rn®Fwith the (AO)-condition. If P is not dense in Rn©F, then P
includes (P^Y + F, where P^ = PnRn.

PROOF. Since P is necessarily dense in F, P is not dense in Rn. Hence, by Lemma 5,

there exists an unitary transformation T on Rn such that

-r((P^)l = {x = (%,xz, ...,xn)eRn; Xl>0}.

Define an automorphism f on Rn® F by f(z, t) = (T(Z), t) for (z, t)eRn@F. Then,
f(P) is a subsemigroup of Rn®F with the (AO)-condition such that it is not dense
in Rn®F. < P and <?(i>) denote the orders on Rn@F induced by P and f(P)
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respectively. Suppose there exist y = (y^y^, ...,>'TC)e(PKM)° and seF such that
y^ps. Then, T(J) = f(y)^f(P)f(s) = s. Let T(y) = (x1,xi,...,xn)(x1>0). Then,
for z = (zl5 z2,..., zn) e /?" with zx < A^, we obtain that

z = (0

Since ( - f(P))~ is a semigroup, Rn is contained in ( - f (P))~. This is a contradiction.
Hence, we have

THEOREM 11. Let G be a nondiscrete LCA group with the dual group G. Suppose
there exists a subsemigroup P of G with the (AO)-condition such that it is not dense
in G. Then, there exists a multiplier S9 on HP(G) with the following property:

where <J> is a function in U°(P°) which corresponds to S^.

PROOF. By the structure theorem, G^Rn®F, where n is a nonnegative integer
and F is a LCA group containing an open compact subgroup Fo.

(Case i): If n = 0, it has been proved in Proposition 8.
(Case ii): Suppose «> 1. Let A = Rn®F0. Then, A is an open subgroup of G.
(Case ii)z: Suppose P is not dense in A. Then, by Lemma 10, PnA contains

(PjjnT+Fo. Note G/A-1-^ A ^ Rn ® Fo. For each g e ^^>nA(G/A-L), g can be represen-
ted by

g(x,y)=
m = l

with Û jlx = Z S - J I & X where gmeHPRn(R
n) and 8^ are Dirac measures at

- zm £ Fo (m = 1,2,...). By Proposition 6, there exists a multiplier S(1) on HPsn(R
n)

with the following property:

(a) +a)$M(R"r\Psn,

where ipa) is a function in L^P^Y) corresponding to Sa). Define a bounded
linear operator 5(2) on Hp^G/A-1) by

m = l

for g{x,y) = J^1gJx)xd8^y)eH1
mA(G/A^). For (M)e(VeF,, put

O<2>(5,0 = ^ " ( j ) . Then, 5 ^ ) ^ , 0 = <f>™(s,t)g(s,t) for (j.Oe.RHeFo.
Hence, 5<2) is a multiplier on Hp^JGjA1-) corresponding to <E>(2). Next, we

define a bounded linear operator from HP(G) to i/^^G/A-1-) such that
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At(h)^ = h\A, and A2 is a bounded linear operator from HpnA(G/Ax) to HP(G)

such that
(k(y) if y e A,

[0 otherwise.

Let $ be a function on i>° denned by

(O(2)(y) i fyeP°nA,

[0 i fyeP°n(G\A).

Then, 5 is a multiplier on HP(G) corresponding to <1>. Since <&a)<£M(Rn)*\{PRnr,

(Case ii)/7: Suppose P is dense in A. Since P is not dense in G, there exists
yoe A such that P is not dense in yo + A. Suppose the order of yo + A in G/A is
finite. By Lemma 9, yo+A is contained in —P. Hence, we have [yo+A]c: — p.
This is a contradiction. Therefore, the order of yo+A in G/A is infinite. Hence,
[yo + A]^Rn®Fo@Z. Put Ao = [yo + A]. By Lemma 7, we have

PnA0^{(x,t,l)eRn®F0®Z; />0, or / = 0 and (x,t) = (x,t,0)^P0}.

Hence, PnRn®Z^{(x,l)eRn®Z; />0, or / = 0 and x>P]pi0}. We put

Q = PnRn®Z.

Then, by Proposition 6 and Lemma 2, there exists a multiplier S(1) on H^(Rn® T)
such that ifia)$M(Rn®Ty\Qo, where ^r(1) is a function in L™(Q°) corresponding
to 5(1>.

Let O(2» be a function on P'nA,, such that <t>(2)(x, /, /) = ^(1>(x, /) for (x,/)
(= (x,0,/))e2° and teF0. Let <D be a function on P° defined by

[O i f y e P ° n ( G \ A 0 ) .

Then, evidently, <J>^M((G)A|P. By the same method as in (Case ii)z, we can show
that there exists a multiplier 5 on HP(G) corresponding to $ . This completes the
proof of Theorem 11.

REMARK 1. By the construction of 4> in Theorem 11, we note that the following
is established:

where

) = {feW(G);f(y) = 0 a.e. on (supp(0>))<'}.
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Finally, I wish to express my thanks to Professor S. Yamamuro and referees for
their valuable advice and suggestions.
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